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instances of tacit or overt understandings : thus the meal-
men who dealt in meal and flour seized the opportunity
afforded by their key position in the corn trade to " fix the
price of corn on the farmers and the measure too ". The
practice of concluding price agreements prevailed in the
Middle Ages when the judges were instructed to hold an
inquiry into the combinations of merchants, which " set
from year to year a certain price on wool for sale in the
country, so that none of them will buy or bid more than
others in the purchase of wool, beyond the fixed price which
they themselves have ordained " ; and we hear of mediaeval
provision dealers who agreed among themselves to raise the
price of victuals. Even the device of the ' boycott' is found
among a ' ring' of London butter merchants, which at the
end of the seventeenth century practically monopolized the
butter trade with Suffolk by the threat to boycott local
warehouse-keepers and carriers who acted for those outside
the ' ring'. Another method of suppressing competition,
practised by alien importers in the early seventeenth century,
was doubtless not unknown among native manufacturers ;
this consisted of ' dumping' wares on the market at low
prices and of ' cornering' supplies of the raw material.
These noteworthy examples of what is generally considered
a modern development—the tendency to make combinations
and ' rings' among producers and distributors—serve to
show that the fertile genius of the entrepreneur had already
impressed its stamp upon a society which was fast assuming
many of the traits usually identified with the most highly-
developed form of capitalist organization.
a ' model A seventeenth-century illustration of capitalist enterprise
w g& * in the sphere of industry is the remarkable establishment
erected in the North of England by the greatest ironmaster
of the age, Sir Ambrose Crowley. It was conducted on a
large scale, for several hundred men were employed, but its
signal feature was the autocracy which ruled it. Crowley
created a ' model village ', which anticipated Robert Owen's
experiment at New Lanark, laid down a code for the wel-
fare of the workmen, made provision for the poor and sick
through a contributory insurance scheme, instituted a school

